(Please Note: “This is a shorter version of “Canary” that is phrases pulled out from the complete cry. It is about 1/3rd of the full
text. These phrases are for me the breathing points, gasps in a text that has no punctuation leaving no time for pause the time for
action is now and the spaces between words are the openings for gasps of air in or out when thoughts and realizations exist but
do not make it to the moment of speaking swallowed by the need to breath. Otherwise the momentum rolls the words one into the
other like rolling down a hill. Many Thanks Hanna Cormick who wrote and shares this cry with us and Climate Change Theatre
Action 2019 for arranging for this sharing.” Maxine Heppner, Across Oceans Arts)

I am standing here for a body that cannot stand here
I am speaking for the voice that is writing that is Hanna
This body stands here for her body
all
Coal
And the little sunny flicker of the canary
In its cage
This body is standing here
jump into embraces and
Dig down into old quarries and catacombs
get the hell out
She sent it with the envelope of her silent corpse
To keep you safe
I am standing here for a body that is (insert distance to Canberra, Australia) kilometres/miles away
And not just because of the distance
For a body that lies in a bed
Breathing through respirators
Unable to open a window to feel the breeze on
The skin of her body
This body feels
This body stands
Claws scratch
cheap gilding
on a hair-trigger
shaken by 100 seizures
This body stands here for a body that doesn't know if it is an evolution or an illness
The media drives

don’t

The little canary breaks out of the cage and yells
This body stands for those bodies that are changing into bodies that cannot stand here like this body
Up high high like a cloud, all the canaries are free of their cages
Flashing bright yellow in the sun
Like a light
And a rain of yellow feathers tumbles down
And the canaries are stripping off their wings
they stand gloriously naked

The canaries have dipped their little beaks in soot and scrawl
And welts and hives rise up around the letters
My body asks her body what it feels like
Her body tells my body that she feels like the Earth
So this body here also stands here for the Earth that cannot stand here
And that cannot speak
In their death rattle
The canaries say
This
In the silence of their absence
their silence
Is the warning
And
I will go home
when the body I stood for
Asked me not to
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